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Abstract

This paper addresses the multi-�oor process plant layout problem by developing
four mixed integer linear programming (MILP) models. The problem involves
decisions concerning the optimal spatial arrangement of process plant equip-
ment and/or auxiliary units considering equipment connectivity, pumping and
construction costs, and other factors. These considerations are extended to
account for tall equipment that spans across �oors and the availability of pre-
de�ned production sections. The proposed models determine simultaneously
the number of �oors per section, �oor areas, plot layout and site layout, and
are applied to two case studies with up to 22 units and 6 production sections to
demonstrate their applicability.

Keywords: multi-�oor process plant layout, mixed integer linear
programming (MILP), production sections, optimisation

1. Introduction

The design of a chemical process plant involves the application of scienti�c
theories and principles, with engineering judgement, to develop an idea from the
conceptual stage until completion [22]. This process typically involves feasibility
studies of the economics and market, design data development, detailed engin-
eering designs and economics, procurement and construction, with step by step
result testing [22]. The detailed engineering designs comprise the estimation of
process operating conditions, equipment speci�cations, costs and overall layout;
with the last consideration of particular concern to this work.
Chemical process plant layout design seeks to determine how best equipment
and associated structures required can be placed within a given physical loc-
ation, considering their interconnections, the general safety and operability of
the plant, as well as the ease and e�ciency of construction and operation [14].
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In practice, layout considerations can be separated into three as outline by
Moran[14] in a "brown�eld": site layout - relating to how plots are placed rel-
ative to each other in a site; plot layout - layout of process units within a plot;
and equipment layout - arranging process units auxiliaries about the individual
unit [14]. The �nal layout can then be determined through a combination of
intuition, economic optimisation, critical examination, equipment ratings, math-
ematical modelling, and/or 3D CAD software; the �rst method being regarded
as informal and less deterministic.
A more precise and informed approach is by mathematical modelling, were mod-
els are solved by proven algorithms to determine an optimal layout based on
prede�ned conditions. This method has gained popularity in the past three dec-
ades amongst researchers and quite a number of models have been developed
over time. The primary focus has been given to the realisation of a minimal
cost [4]. This cost relates to equipment interconnections by pipes, horizontal and
vertical pumping [4, 17], installation of safety equipment [21], in a single �oor
and multi-�oor scenario [19]; considering equipment representations in 2D and
3D with irregular shapes [1]. The mathematical models, most times, have been
formulated as mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) [21] or mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) models [1, 20], being able to handle a few
process units in modest computational times. Improved algorithms [20, 24] have
also been developed to successfully handle more process units, but recent works
have employed other solution techniques [3, 8, 15, 16, 18, 23].
Multi-�oor layout considerations in process plants have become important in re-
cent times owing to growing concerns of space availability, exorbitant land costs,
the need to save land for future extensions [6] or where the available layout area
already has multiple �oors, e.g., in o�shore platforms [10]. Also, the existence of
tall equipment that spans across �oors (which is quite prevalent in most chem-
ical processes) inadvertently presents a multi-�oor scenario. These have led to
a number of factors being considered in the literature as it relates to multi-�oor
layout: routing and layout of pipes [5], safety and risk assessment [13, 23], tall
equipment [7, 10, 23], area minimisation [9], to name a few. However, consid-
eration of production sections/segregations has not been given much attention,
though its widespread practice. With production sections/segregations, di�er-
ent parts of the entire chemical process plant are grouped and placed adjacent
to each other [12] in what can be referred to as a plot layout [14]. Such group-
ings aid in safety and loss prevention, housekeeping, and e�cient construction
and maintenance of equipment [12]. Papageorgiou and Rotstein [17] proposed a
mathematical modelling approach for single-�oor process plant layout with pro-
duction sections. Equipment was pre-allocated sections and the optimal layout
within each section and amongst sections was simultaneously determined. Res-
ults showed an increase in total cost due to sectioning, but the formulation could
only handle a limited number of units in a single �oor case. This work seeks
to present mathematical models to handle larger scale multi-�oor process plant
layouts in production sections, with tall equipment that spans across �oors.
The considerations in this work constitute an extension of the work by Ejeh
et al. [2], where MILP models were proposed to obtain the optimal multi-�oor
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layout of a plant considering tall equipment spanning multiple �oors with con-
nections at design-speci�ed heights amongst equipment. Model solutions gave
the optimal number of �oors, equipment �oor location and position considering
connection, construction and pumping costs. Four models (broadly divided into
formulations A and B based on the modelling of tall equipment) were proposed.
In formulation A, tall equipment was modelled as a single continuous unit span-
ning through �oors by three alternative sets of equations. In formulation B, tall
equipment was split into single-�oor pseudo units occupying contiguous �oors.
Each of these models was tested with case studies of up to 17 units and optimal
solutions were obtained in reasonable computational times. In this work, pro-
duction sections are introduced and the optimal number of �oors and area per
section are determined.
In the remaining part of this paper, section 2 gives a description of the problem
to be solved; the mathematical formulation is described in section 3; and case
studies are presented in section 4 to show the model performance and features.
Finally, concluding remarks of the major �ndings are highlighted in section 5.

2. Problem Description

This works aims to obtain the optimal multi-�oor process plant layout with
pre-de�ned production sections. The production section is the key feature of
the problem in this work and refers to a well-de�ned rectangular area spanning
across �oors containing a pre-de�ned subset of equipment items. This feature
promotes plant safety, operability, maintenance activity and workforce manage-
ment.
Throughout this paper the following assumptions are made:

• The geometries of all process plant equipment and production sections are
approximated as rectangles.

• Distances between equipment and/or sections are rectilinear from their
geometrical centres in the x-y plane. Vertical distances are taken from a
design-speci�ed height on the equipment unique to each case study.

• Each equipment must belong to only one section, and such section is pre-
de�ned.

• Each of the available sections starts from the ground �oor upwards, having
an optimal number of �oors less than or equal to the total number of
available �oors.

• The position coordinates of production sections are calculated with respect
to the origin of the base land area, and the equipment position coordinates
with respect to the origin of the production section to which they belong.

• Both equipment and production sections can be rotated 90◦ in the x-y
plane as deemed optimal, but must start from the base of the �oor it has
been assigned.
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• Any equipment with a height greater than the �oor height is allowed to
extend through contiguous �oors.

The problem description is given as follows.
Given:

• a set of process units and their dimensions (length, depth and height);

• a set of sections with equipment allocation;

• a set of potential �oors;

• connectivity network amongst process units;

• cost data (connection, pumping, land, and construction);

• �oor height;

• space and unit allocation limitations;

• minimum safety distances between process units;

to determine:

• total number of required �oors for each section for the layout;

• base land area occupied;

• area of �oors;

• area of each section and the �oors in which they are located;

• site and plot layout;

so as to: minimise the total plant layout cost associated with connection, pump-
ing, land purchase and �oor construction across production sections.

3. Mathematical Formulation

Nomenclature

Indices

i,j equipment item in models A.1 - A.3
i′,j′ equipment item in model B
k �oor number
s rectangular area sizes
t, u sections/production modules
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Sets

I set of equipment item for models A.1 - A.3
I ′ set of equipment item for model B; I ′ = (I \MF ) ∪

⋃
i∈MF

Pi

It set of equipment item i in section t
I ′t set of equipment item i′ in section t
MF set of multi-�oor equipment
Pi sets of pseudo units for multi-�oor equipment i
P 1 set of pseudo units of each multi-�oor equipment item i assigned

to the lowest �oor

Parameters

BM , BM ′ large numbers
Ccij connection costs between items i and j
Chij horizontal pumping costs between items i and j
Cvij vertical pumping costs between items i and j
Deminij minimum safety distance between items i and j
Dsmintu minimum safety distance between sections t and u
fij 1 if �ow direction between equipment items i and j is

positive; 0, otherwise
FC1 �xed �oor construction cost
FC2 area-dependent �oor construction cost
LC land cost
Mi number of �oors required by equipment item i
Xs, Y s x-y dimensions of pre-de�ned rectangular area sizes s

Integer variables

NFmax maximum number of �oors required across all sections
NF ′t number of �oors required by section t

Binary variables

Nij 1 if items i and j are assigned to the same �oor; 0, otherwise
Q′st 1 if rectangular area s is selected for section t in the layout;

0, otherwise
S1tu, S2tu non-overlapping binary, a set of values which prevents

production section overlap in one direction in the x-y plane
Ssik 1 if item i begins on �oor k; 0, otherwise
Vik 1 if item i is assigned to �oor k
W ′kt 1 if �oor k in section t is occupied; 0, otherwise
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Continuous variables

Aij relative distance in y coordinates between items i and j,
if i is above j

AR′st prede�ned rectangular �oor area s for section t
Bij relative distance in y coordinates between items i and j,

if i is below j
di breadth of item i
dtt breadth of production section t
FA base land area
FA′t area of section t
FA2′kt area of �oor k in section t
li length of item i
Lij relative distance in x coordinates between items i and j,

if i is to the left of j
ltt length of production section t
NQ′st linearisation variable expressing the product of NF ′t and Q

′
st

Rij relative distance in x coordinates between items i and j,
if i is to the right of j

TDij total rectilinear distance between items i and j
xi, yi relative coordinates of the geometrical centre of item i
xtt, ytt absolute coordinates of the geometrical centre of production

section t on base land area
Xmax, Y max dimensions of base land area

The mathematical formulation constitutes an extension to the formulations
proposed by Ejeh et al. [2] as summarized in Appendix A. These formulations
are broadly classi�ed into "A" and "B". In formulation A, tall equipment is
modelled as a single continuous unit spanning across contiguous �oors, and
three equivalent sets of equations (models A.1, A.2 and A.3) are proposed to
describe this. In formulation B, tall equipment is split into single �oor pseudo-
units equivalent to the number of �oors such equipment will span through. The
pseudo-units are then assigned to the same positions on consecutive �oors, and
the model determines the optimal starting �oors. All of these considerations,
however, ignore production section restrictions. These four models (Models A.1,
A.2, A.3 and B) are thus modi�ed, with new constraints introduced. These
constraints prevent overlapping amongst sections and allow for placement of
equipment in the appropriate section. It also builds on the model proposed by
Papageorgiou and Rotstein[17] to account for production sections but further
determines the optimal number and size of �oors per section:

3.1. Formulation A

Formulation A consists of three alternative sets of equations for the tall
equipment. For each of these equations, in order to prevent overlap of production
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sections on each �oor k, the following additional equations are introduced:

xtt − xtu +BM(S1tu + S2tu) ≥
ltt + ltu

2
+Dsmintu ∀ t, u > t (1)

xtu − xtt +BM(1− S1tu + S2tu) ≥
ltt + ltu

2
+Dsmintu ∀ t, u > t (2)

ytt − ytu +BM(1 + S1tu − S2tu) ≥
dtt + dtu

2
+Dsmintu ∀ t, u > t (3)

ytu − ytt +BM(2− S1tu − S2tu) ≥
dtt + dtu

2
+Dsmintu ∀ t, u > t (4)

where S1tu and S2tu are binary variables with pairs of values determining which
of equations (1) - (4) is active. For example, if S1tu = 0 and S2tu = 0, equation
(1) becomes xtt−xtu ≥ ltt+ltu

2 +Dsmintu ensuring that the position of section t is
always a distance to the right of section u of at least Dsmintu . Dsmintu represents
the minimum safety distance between sections t and u, and must be greater than
or equal to the minimum safety distance (Deminij ) between equipment i ∈ It
and j ∈ Iu. Other pairs of values for the two binary variables activate one of
equations (2) - (4) to prevent overlap in one direction.
Layout design constraints are included to ensure that sections are placed within
the boundaries of the base land area. Equations (5) and (6) force any equipment
i to be placed within the boundaries of section t to which it belongs:

ltt ≥ xi +
li
2

∀ t, i ∈ It (5)

dtt ≥ yi +
di
2

∀ t, i ∈ It (6)

The mid-point coordinates of each section is de�ned by equations (7) and (8):

xtt ≥
ltt
2

∀ t (7)

ytt ≥
dtt
2

∀ t (8)

and each section is located within the boundaries of the base land area:

xtt + ltt ≤ Xmax ∀ t (9)

ytt + dtt ≤ Y max ∀ t (10)

The horizontal distances in the x- and y- directions between units i and j con-
nected to each other (equations (S.18) and (S.19)) are rewritten for situations
where the units belong to di�erent production sections. As such, the additional
distance between sections has to be included. This is described by equations
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(11) and (12):

Rij − Lij = (xtt −
ltt
2

+ xi)− (xtu −
ltu
2

+ xj)

∀ i, j : fij = 1; u ≥ t; i ∈ It; j ∈ Iu
(11)

Aij −Bij = (ytt −
dtt
2

+ yi)− (ytu −
dtu
2

+ yj)

∀ i, j : fij = 1; u ≥ t; i ∈ It; j ∈ Iu
(12)

For cases where units i and j belong to the same section (u = t), equations (11)
and (12) reduce to equations (S.18) and (S.19).
Equipment �oor constraints from Ejeh et al. [2] (equations (S.2) - (S.6)) are
modi�ed to equations (13) - (17) as follows:

Nij ≥ Vik + Vjk − 1 ∀ i, j > i, k (13)

The variable Nij is de�ned by equation (13), with a value of 1 if equipment
items i and j are assigned a same �oor, and 0 otherwise.
In order to prevent the top �oors in some sections from being empty, it is
necessary to determine the total number of �oors required by each section, as
opposed to having a maximum number across sections:

Ssik ≤W ′kt ∀ t, i ∈ It \MF, k (14)

W ′kt ≤W ′k−1,t ∀k > 1; t (15)

Equation (14) ensures that for each section t, �oor k will only exist if a non-
multi-�oor equipment i belonging to that section starts on it. For cases where
only multi-�oor equipment exists in a section t, an additional constraint is in-
cluded for such equipment and its section of the same form as equation (14):

Ssik ≤W ′kt ∀ t : It \MF = ∅, i ∈ It, k (16)

Empty intermediate �oors are eliminated by equation (15), and the total number
of �oors per section is obtained by equations (17) and (18) - less than or equal to
the available number of �oors, but just enough for any equipment that belongs
to the section:

NF ′t ≥
∑
k

W ′kt ∀ t (17)

NF ′t =
∑
s

NQ′st ∀ t (18)

Also, the maximum number of �oors (NFmax) across sections is calculated in
order to determine the total �xed �oor construction cost:

NFmax ≥ NF ′t ∀ t (19)
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The objective function is then written to account for production sections
and area-dependent �oor construction cost for �oors that exist in each section:∑

i

∑
j 6=i:fij=1

[CcijTDij + CvijDij + Chij(Rij + Lij +Aij +Bij)]

+FC1 ·NFmax + FC2
∑
s

∑
t

ltt · dtt ·NQst + LC · FA
(20)

This results in a non-linear objective function which is neither convex nor con-
cave, because of the term

∑
s

∑
t
ltt ·dtt ·NQst. The objective function is linearised

by introducing the following constraints:
First, a new term FA′t representing the area of a section t is introduced. The
sum of the areas of all sections t should be less than or equal to the total base
land area.

FA ≥
∑
t

FA′t (21)

The area of each section t is selected from a prede�ned set of rectangular sizes:

FA′t =
∑
s

AR′st ·Q′st ∀ t (22)

where Q′st is a binary variable allowing for a unique selection of prede�ned
rectangular areas s for each section t. Such area is calculated from the minimum
length and breadth required by each section:

ltt ≤
∑
s

Xs ·Q′st ∀ t (23)

dtt ≤
∑
s

Y s ·Q′st ∀ t (24)

where Xs and Y s are the dimensions of the pre-de�ned rectangular area sizes.
The area of a �oor k in section t should only have a non-zero value if it exists
(i.e. a non-multi-�oor equipment is assigned on or above it):

W ′kt ≤ FA2′kt ∀ k, t (25)

and the value of such area should be the maximum obtained amongst all �oors
k in section t:

FA′t −BM ′(1−W ′kt) ≤ FA2′kt ∀ k, t (26)

To ensure only one area size is selected from the prede�ned set, the following
equation is used: ∑

s

Q′st = 1 ∀ t (27)
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and the objective function becomes:

min
∑
i

∑
j 6=i:fij=1

[CcijTDij + CvijDij + Chij(Rij + Lij +Aij +Bij)]

+FC1 ·NFmax + FC2
∑
k

∑
t

FA2′kt + LC · FA,
(28)

subject to plant-wide constraints (1) - (12); section-wide constraints (13) - (19),
(21) - (27), (S.1), (S.7) - (S.17), (S.20) - (S.25), (S.28), (S.29), (S.33) and (S.34).
This constitutes an extension of Model A.1 in Ejeh et al. [2]. For model A.2,
equations (S.10), (S.12) and (S.13) are replaced with equation (S.36); formodel
A.3, equations (S.9), (S.10) and (S.13) are replaced with (S.37).

3.2. Formulation B

In Formulation B, tall/multi-�oor equipment is represented by single-�oor
pseudo units. The number of pseudo units is equivalent to the number of �oors
required by the multi-�oor equipment represented, with subsequent pseudo units
of a speci�c multi-�oor equipment occupying the same position on successive
�oors. Extending the work of Ejeh et al. [2], equation (S.42) is modi�ed to:

Vi′k ≤W ′kt ∀ t, i′ ∈ I ′t \
⋃

i∈MF

Pi, k (29)

For situations where only pseudo-units of a multi-�oor equipment exist in a
section, equation (30) is included for the pseudo-units assigned to the lowest
�oor for each multi-�oor equipment in such section:

Vi′k ≤W ′kt ∀ t : I ′t \
⋃

i∈MF

Pi = ∅, i′ ∈ I ′t ∩ P 1, k (30)

and the objective function becomes:

min
∑
i′

∑
j′ 6=i′:fi′j′=1

[Cci′j′TDi′j′ + Cvi′j′Di′j′ + Chi′j′(Ri′j′ + Li′j′ +Ai′j′ +Bi′j′)]

+FC1 ·NFmax + FC2
∑
k

∑
t

FA2′kt + LC · FA,

(31)

subject to plant-wide constraints (1) - (12); section-wide constraints (15), (17)
- (19), (21) - (27), (29), (30), (S.7), (S.8), (S.14) - (S.17), (S.21) - (S.25), (S.28),
(S.29), (S.33), (S.34), (S.38) - (S.41), and (S.45) - (S.49).

4. Case Studies

In this section, application of the proposed models to two case studies is
shown. Each example was solved using GAMS v25.0.2 [11] and CPLEX v12.8.0.0
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solver with a single thread of an Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-1650 CPU with 32GB
RAM. Each of the proposed models was solved to global optimality or a time
limit of 10,000s. For the �oor area, twelve alternative sizes (5m - 60m, with a
step size of 5m) was used, giving a total of 144 possible area sizes. The plan of the
optimal layout con�guration is presented for model A.1 alone, while the layout
con�gurations for models A.2, A.3 and B are available in the supplementary
information.

4.1. Example 1

Example 1 is a Crude Distillation (CDU) plant with preheating train, sim-
ulated with Aspen HYSYS R© v8.0. It consists of 17 units, with 5 (atmospheric
distillation tower (unit 7), vacuum distillation tower (unit 13), �red heaters 1
and 2 (unit 6 and 12), and debutaniser (unit 15)) exceeding the �oor height of
5m. The process �ow diagram of the plant is shown in Figure 1, and 7 �oors
are available for layout.

Figure 1: Flow diagram of Crude Distillation Plant with Preheating
train

In this example, two production-section types are de�ned for investigation, due
to di�erent considerations. In the �rst, process units are assigned to sections
based on the collective function performed (referred to as "function based") -
crude oil preheating, crude oil heating, atmospheric distillation, atmospheric-
bottoms heating, vacuum distillation, and debutanisation sections. As such, a
total of six sections was realised. The second type assigned process units to
sections based on the individual/common property of the unit (referred to as
"unit based") - heat exchangers, separation equipment and �red heaters - giving
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a total of three sections. The equipment dimensions, allocations to unit based
and function based production sections, data on the connectivity and construc-
tion costs, and other parameters are available in the supplementary information.
The CDU plant multi-�oor layout problem is �rstly solved without considering
the above pre-de�ned production sections, as a base case for discussion using
the models described in Appendix A with equations (S.2) and (S.3) replaced
with equation (13). Particularly for the base case of this example, equation
S.33 is modi�ed to xi + yi − xj − yj ≤ δ · Nij for the same pair of i and j
as originally de�ned. The results gave a total of �ve possible �oors, out of an
available seven with each �oor measuring 20.0×15.0m. A total cost of 603,886.5
rmu was obtained across all formulations as seen in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of model statistics and computational
performance for CDU Plant - no sections

CDU Plant (17 units)
A.1 A.2 A.3 B

Total cost (rmu) 603,886.5
CPU (s) 1,884.9 2,791.3 2,079.2 10,000 (3.0%)1

Number of discrete variables 551 551 551 1,258
Number of continuous variables 793 674 793 906
Number of equations 2,365 2,145 2,127 11,574

1Relative gap quoted at CPU limit of 10,000s

The layout of equipment is shown in Figure 2. The optimal �oor location and
position for each equipment was determined by all models, with multi-�oor
equipment being assigned contiguous �oors. It is worthy of note that although
equipment 15 required 5 �oors based on its height, it was assigned 3 �oors (�oors
3 -5) by all formulations. Here, the construction of a sixth and seventh �oor was
deemed unnecessary as no equipment other than equipment 15 was to be placed
on such �oor. This establishes that although multi-�oor equipment can span
contiguous �oors, not all of such �oors need to be constructed. This feature
has practical applications with multi-�oor layouts about �red heaters with long
stacks, distillation columns and �are stacks.
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Figure 2: CDU Plant Layout results - no sections; with unit-based
sections colour code

For the layout of the base case, as no considerations were given for production
sections, equipment of similar function or type were not placed in a common
area. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 2 where the �red heaters for the
CDU and VDU towers - 6 and 12 - belonging to the same unit-based section, were
located amidst other equipment types. This inability of the previous models
[2] to account for production sections could lead to reduced e�ciency in plant
activities, such as the scheduled maintenance of similar equipment based on type
or function, or the overall control of process conditions within these groups of
equipment. Also, the implementation of safety procedures unique to equipment
type cannot be properly enforced in this layout. These can impact the overall
safety levels in the plant. Each of these concerns can be mitigated with the
inclusion of production section features.

The extended models were then applied for the function-based section consid-
eration. The model statistics is shown in Table 2. A total cost of 765,742.7 rmu
with a base land area of 40.0×15.0m was realised with models A outperform-
ing B. The �oor areas of sections 1 - 6 were 9.7×8.9m, 3.9×3.9m, 12.3×14.3m,
3.9×3.9m, 9.4×9.4m and 6.5×5.3m respectively. The models simultaneously
handled the optimal layout within each section and amongst sections.
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Table 2: Summary of model statistics and computational
performance for CDU Plant - Function based sectioning

CDU Plant - Function based
sectioning (17 units, 6 sections)
A.1 A.2 A.3 B

Total cost (rmu) 765,742.7
CPU (s) 197.7 104.5 245.0 465.3
Number of discrete variables 1,270 1,270 1,270 1,475
Number of continuous variables 1,586 1,467 1,586 1,699
Number of equations 2,042 1,822 1,804 10,247

Figure 3 shows a plan of the layout. All sections are located from the ground
�oor (�oor 1) upwards, but certain sections (e.g. Section 5 in �oors 2-5) do not
need to be constructed on subsequent �oors, as process units in such sections
are non-existent. This saves cost in construction, as although the total land
area boundary is depicted in the layout of each �oor in the �gures, sections
only need to be constructed if equipment allocated to them exists in such �oor.
The choice can also be made for a full �oor construction to provide additional
space that can be allocated to other non-processing units in the process plant.
All models obtained the same layout, save for orientation changes. In each of
these layouts, it is observed that equipment of similar function are placed in the
appropriate section, allowing for easier control of speci�c processes within the
plant, and isolation of equipment/sections in the event of an accident.
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Figure 3: CDU plant - function based sectioning
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The optimal layout of the unit based sections for the CDU plant is shown in
Figure 4 (for model A.1) and in the supplementary information (for models
A.2, A.3 and B), with the model performance in Table 3. A total cost of
684,828.7 rmu was determined; 13.4% more than the case without sections, but
less than the function based sections earlier calculated. The total base land area
was 20.0×20.0m, and areas of sections 1 - 3 were 1.6×10.0m, 17.9×14.3m, and
10.0×3.9m respectively. As only 3 sections were speci�ed, space from additional
sections in the function-based sectioning case is allocated to other process units,
which reduces cost. Thus, it can be concluded for the CDU plant that the unit-
based production section is more promising than the function-based, in terms
of layout cost bene�ts.

Figure 4: CDU plant - unit based sectioning
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Table 3: Summary of model statistics and computational
performance for CDU Plant - unit based sectioning

CDU Plant - unit based
sectioning (17 units, 3 sections)
A.1 A.2 A.3 B

Total cost (rmu) 684,828.7
CPU (s) 149.0 65.2 170.4 5,843.9
Number of discrete variables 874 874 874 1,247
Number of continuous variables 1,118 999 1,118 1,231
Number of equations 2,069 1,849 1,831 10,610

Figure 5 shows the total cost distribution for all three cases, with construction
having the larger portion of the costs. Construction costs for the function-based
production section case is relative higher owing to the greater number of sections
being considered.

Figure 5: Total Cost Distribution CDU Plant

4.2. Example 2

Example 2 is a Lique�ed Natural Gas liquefaction plant (LNG Plant) presen-
ted in Hwang and Lee[7]. It consists of 22 units as shown in Figure 6 to be
located on �ve decks of an LNG-FPSO topside with �oor heights of 8m.
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Figure 6: Flow diagram of LNG MR liquefaction cycle

Here, 3 production sections are incorporated - Pre-cooled Mixed Refriger-
ant (PMR) module 1, Pre-cooled Mixed Refrigerant (PMR) module 2, and the
Mixed Refrigerant (MR) module. Equipment dimensions, production section
allocation and data on the connectivity and construction costs are available in
the supplementary information. The unique features of this case study are that
the MR compressor (16) has to be located directly above the MR compressor
cooler (17), and below the overhead crane (18); the PMR compressor (3) must
be above its cooler (4) and below its overhead crane (5); the minimum dis-
tance between each equipment should be 4m; and, a workspace area of at least
50% and an emergency area of at least 60% on the ground and topmost �oor
respectively must be enforced. The following additional constraints are thus
included:

Vik = Vj,k+1 ∀ (i, j) ∈ IE2 (32)

xi = xj ∀ (i, j) ∈ IE2 (33)

yi = yj ∀ (i, j) ∈ IE2 (34)

FA−
(∑

i

Vi,1αiβi − 9 ·Xmax
)
≥ 0.5FA (35)

FA−
(∑

i

Vi,5αiβi − 9 ·Xmax
)
≥ 0.6FA (36)
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where IE2 = {(3, 5), (4, 3), (16, 18), (17, 16)}. Equations (32) - (34) enforce the
relative equipment positioning. Equations (35) and (36) are applied to each
section and ensure that a portion of the area on the �rst and last �oor is left
free by at least 50% and 60% of the total �oor area for the workspace and emer-
gency area respectively. This total �oor area is taken as the area available for
equipment layout plus an additional free area of Xmax×9m [7].
The example was �rstly solved without production section considerations, and
the solution is summarised in Table 4. Each of models A.1 - B did not obtain
a globally optimal solution at the time limit of 10,000s. Model A.2 however,
proved to be the most computationally e�cient with a cost value of 1,466,654.2
rmu - with 4%, 35% and 61% attributed to connection, pumping and con-
struction costs respectively. A �oor area of 30.0×35.0m for 5 total �oors was
calculated.

Table 4: Summary of model statistics and computational
performance for LNG Plant - no sections

LNG Liquefaction (22 units)
A.1 A.2 A.3 B

Total cost (rmu) 1,466,654.2 1,563,086.2

CPU (s)
10,000

(3.7%)1 (2.4%)1 (3.7%)1 (26.0%)1

Number of discrete variables 732 732 732 1,398
Number of continuous variables 890 780 890 1,011
Number of equations 2,990 2,778 2,770 10,734

1Relative gap quoted at CPU limit of 10,000s

The layout plots in Figure 7 (and in the supplementary information) showed
that all models were able to incorporate the additional considerations required
in the example of relative equipment positioning, additional space provision
(for emergency and maintenance activities at the desired �oors) and minimum
equipment spacing. Furthermore, model B, unlike models A.1 - A.3, can model
cases of multi-�oor equipment that have varying dimensions (length, breadth or
diameter) at di�erent �oors, owing to an irregular shape (e.g. a Fluid Catalytic
Cracking (FCC) unit) or the presence of varying amounts of process unit aux-
iliaries per �oor.
It can also be observed from Figure 7 that equipment items are located irre-
spective of the function they perform. For example, the PMR LP suction drum
(1) is well isolated from its compressor - 3 - and other equipment (2 - 7) in the
PMR module 1. This can reduce the e�ciency of maintenance activities for the
PMR compressor, as well as process control operations for the PMR module 1.
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Figure 7: LNG Plant layout results - no sections
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Considering the 3 production sections/modules, the statistics of the proposed
models are shown in Table 5. A total cost of 1,690,372.9 rmu representing a
15% increase in comparison with its base case was obtained, with a base land
area of 35.0×40.0m. However, layout results showed that �oors 4 and 5 do not
need to be constructed in the PMR Module 1. The PMR module 1 had a �oor
area of 22.8×18.9m, PMR module 2 - 4.4×17.5m and MR module - 33.4×17.1m.
Models A solved in times below 15 minutes, achieving global optimality, while
Model B, owing to the greater number of decision variables did not achieve
global optimality by the time limit of 10,000 seconds.

Table 5: Summary of model statistics and computational
performance for LNG Plant with production sections

LNG Liquefaction with production
sections (22 units)

A.1 A.2 A.3 B
Total cost (rmu) 1,690,372.9
CPU (s) 683.1 883.2 700.2 10,000 (0.6%)1

Number of discrete variables 872 872 872 1,164
Number of continuous variables 1,209 1,099 1,209 1,330
Number of equations 2,312 2,100 2,092 9,308

1Relative gap quoted at CPU limit of 10,000s

The optimal layout is shown in Figure 8. Besides satisfying the minimum
equipment spacing requirement and relative positioning, all models obtained
layouts that allowed for well-de�ned production sections. These production sec-
tions occupy a common area over an optimal number of �oors.
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Figure 8: LNG Plant with production sections layout results
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The total cost statistic is shown in Figure 9 for the layout with produc-
tion sections. Construction costs are relatively higher due to additional space
requirements for equipment segregations. This is observed in both examples
investigated, where the total plant layout costs with production sections were
higher than without them. However, due to other bene�ts in the areas of plant
safety, operability, maintenance and workforce management, etc., having pro-
duction sections with pre-de�ned equipment is still common practice for plant
layout in the industry.

Figure 9: Total Cost Distribution (LNG Liquefaction plant with
production sections)

5. Concluding remarks

An extension of the plant layout models by Ejeh et al. [2] was proposed
to account for production sections in multi-�oor chemical process plants hav-
ing tall/multi-�oor equipment. Additional constraints were included in all four
models (A.1, A.2, A.3 and B) to account for equipment allocated to di�er-
ent production sections. These models simultaneously determined the optimal
arrangement of production sections amongst one another (site layout), the ar-
rangement of equipment in each production section (plot layout), as well as the
number of �oors per section, �oor areas and total cost values considering pump-
ing, connection, and construction costs.
Two case studies were presented to highlight model applicability and perform-
ance. Each case study was solved using the models in Ejeh et al. [2] as a base
case (without production sections) and then with the proposed models. The
results showed that in both cases, the feature of production sections cannot
be achieved by the models in Ejeh et al. [2]. In the �rst case study - a CDU
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plant - two criteria on production section allocation were adopted. For the �rst
criterion, equipment was placed in production sections based on the collective
function performed, and for the second, production sections were based on the
individual properties of the equipment, with the second being more cost e�ect-
ive. In both cases, an increase in layout costs compared with the base case
was realised due to increased space requirements for production sections. Also,
most of the proposed models achieved global optimality well under 10 minutes.
The second and larger case study - LNG liquefaction plant - with 22 units in
3 production sections also gave a higher cost with production sections. Models
A reached global optimality under 15 minutes, with layout results giving an
optimal number of �oors per section.
From the case studies, it was observed that the optimisation models with pro-
duction sections outperform the models without them in terms of computational
e�ciency. This, combined with the development of decomposition techniques
may lead to more e�cient solutions for larger case studies.
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Appendix A. Optimal Multi-�oor process plant layout without pro-
duction sections models

The four models proposed by Ejeh et al. [2] are presented as follows:

Nomenclature

Additional symbols used are de�ned as follows:

Parameters

αi, βi,γi dimensions of equipment item i
IPij distance between the base and input point on item j

for the connection between items i and j
OPij distance between the base and output point on equipment i

for the connection between items i and j

Integer variables

NF number of �oors

Binary variables

E1ij , E2ij non-overlapping binary, a set of values which prevents equipment
overlap in one direction in the x-y plane

N ′ijk 1 if items i and j are assigned to �oor k; 0, otherwise

Oi 1 if length of item i is equal to αi; 0, otherwise
Qs 1 if rectangular area s is selected for the layout; 0, otherwise

Sfik 1 if item i terminates on �oor k; 0, otherwise
Wk 1 if �oor k is occupied; 0, otherwise

Continuous variables

ARs prede�ned rectangular �oor area s
Dij relative distance in z coordinates between items i and j,

if i is lower than j
hi height of item i
NQs linearisation variable expressing the product of NF and Qs
Uij relative distance in z coordinates between items i and j,

if i is higher than j
zi relative coordinate on the z-axis of the geometrical centre of item i
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A.1. Model A.1

A.1.1. Floor constraints

∑
k

Vik =Mi ∀ i (S.1)

N ′ijk ≥ Vik + Vjk − 1 ∀ i, j > i, k (S.2)

Nij ≥ N ′ijk ∀ i, j > i, k (S.3)

Ssik ≤Wk ∀ i, k (S.4)

Wk ≤Wk−1 ∀ k > 1; (S.5)

NF ≥
∑
k

Wk ∀ i (S.6)

A.1.2. Equipment orientation constraints

A 900 rotation of equipment orientation is allowed in the x-y plane.

li = αiOi + βi(1−Oi) ∀ i (S.7)

di = αi + βi − li ∀ i (S.8)

A.1.3. Multi-�oor equipment constraints

Multi-�oor equipment is modelled as follows:

−Vik + Vi,k−1 + Ssik ≥ 0 ∀i, k (S.9)

−Vik + Vi,k+1 + Sfik ≥ 0 ∀i, k (S.10)∑
k

Ssik = 1 ∀i (S.11)∑
k

Sfik = 1 ∀i (S.12)

k′+Mi−1∑
k=k′

Vik′ ≥Mi.S
s
ik ∀i, k (S.13)
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A.1.4. Non-overlapping constraints

To prevent two or more equipment items occupying the same space within
a �oor, the following constraints are introduced:

xi − xj +BM(1−Nij + E1ij + E2ij) ≥
li + lj

2
+Deminij ∀ i, j > i (S.14)

xj − xi +BM(2−Nij − E1ij + E2ij) ≥
li + lj

2
+Deminij ∀ i, j > i (S.15)

yi − yj +BM(2−Nij + E1ij − E2ij) ≥
di + dj

2
+Deminij ∀ i, j > i

(S.16)

yj − yi +BM(3−Nij − E1ij − E2ij) ≥
di + dj

2
+Deminij ∀ i, j > i

(S.17)

A.1.5. Distance constraints

Distance constraints determine the relative distances in the x and y coordin-
ates between connected equipment.

Rij − Lij = xi − xj ∀ i, j : fij = 1 (S.18)

Aij −Bij = yi − yj ∀ i, j : fij = 1 (S.19)

Uij −Dij = FH
∑
k

(k − 1)(Ssik − Ssjk) + OPij − IPij ∀ i, j : fij = 1

(S.20)

TDij = Rij + Lij +Aij +Bij + Uij +Dij ∀ i, j : fij = 1 (S.21)

A.1.6. Area Constraints

The area of each �oor is as described by equations (S.22) - (S.27).

FA =
∑
s

ARsQs (S.22)∑
s

Qs = 1 (S.23)

The �oor length and depth is selected from the chosen rectangular area size
dimensions:

Xmax =
∑
s

XsQs (S.24)

Y max =
∑
s

Y sQs (S.25)

NQs ≤ K ·Qs ∀s (S.26)

NF =
∑
s

NQs (S.27)
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A.1.7. Layout design constraints

Layout design constraints ensure that equipment items are placed within the
boundaries of the �oor area and start from the base of a �oor.

xi ≥
li
2

∀ i (S.28)

yi ≥
di
2

∀ i (S.29)

xi +
li
2
≤ Xmax ∀ i (S.30)

yi +
di
2
≤ Y max ∀ i (S.31)

zi =
hi
2

∀ i (S.32)

A.1.8. Symmetry breaking constraints

Symmetry breaking constraints are introduced as follows:

xi + yi − xj − yj ≥ δ ·Nij ∀ (i, j) = argmax
i,j∈MF

Ccij (S.33)

E1ij = 0 ∀ (i, j) = argmax
i,j∈MF

Ccij (S.34)

where δ = min
(
li
2 ,

di
2

)
+ min

(
lj
2 ,

dj
2

)
. These �x the relative position of i to

j. Units i and j are chosen as the two multi-�oor units having the highest
connection costs.

A.1.9. Objective function

min
∑
i

∑
j 6=i:fij=1

[CcijTDij + CvijDij + Chij(Rij + Lij +Aij +Bij)]

+FC1 ·NF + FC2
∑
s

ARs ·NQs + LC · FA
(S.35)

subject to (S.1) - (S.34).

A.2. Model A.2

Model A.2 has the same formulation as A.1 with the exception that equations
(S.10), (S.12) and (S.13) are replaced by (S.36) below:

Mi−1∑
θ=1

Vi,k+θ ≥ (M i − 1).(Vik − Vi,k−1) ∀i, k (S.36)

A.3. Model A.3

For Model A.3, equations (S.9), (S.10) and (S.13) in model A.1 are replaced
by (S.37) below:

Vik − Vi,k−1 = Ssik − S
f
i,k−1 ∀i, k (S.37)
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A.4. Model B

A.4.1. Floor constraints

∑
k

Vi′k = 1 ∀ i′ (S.38)

Ni′j′ ≥ Vi′k + Vj′k − 1 ∀ i′, j′ > i′, k (S.39)

Ni′j′ ≤ 1− Vi′k + Vj′k ∀ i′, j′ > i′, k (S.40)

Ni′j′ ≤ 1 + Vi′k − Vj′k ∀ i′, j′ > i′, k (S.41)

Vi′k ≤Wk ∀ i′, k (S.42)

Wk ≤Wk−1 ∀ k = 2, ...,K (S.43)

NF ≥
∑
k

Wk (S.44)

A.4.2. Multi-�oor equipment constraint

Vi′k = Vi′−1,k−1 ∀ i′ ∈ Pi, k (S.45)

xi′ = xi′+1 ∀ i′ ∈ Pi (S.46)

yi′ = yi′+1 ∀ i′ ∈ Pi (S.47)

Oi′ = Oi′+1 ∀ i′ ∈ Pi (S.48)

A.4.3. Distance constraints

Ui′j′−Di′j′ = FH
∑
k

(k−1)(Vi′k−Vj′k)+OPi′j′−IPi′j′ ∀ i′, j′ ∈ I ′ : fi′j′ = 1

(S.49)

A.4.4. Objective function

min
∑
i′

∑
j′ 6=i′:fi′j′=1

[Cci′j′TDi′j′ + Cvi′j′Di′j′ + Chi′j′(Ri′j′ + Li′j′ +Ai′j′ +Bi′j′)]

+FC1.NF + FC2
∑
s

ARs.NQs + LC.FA

(S.50)

subject to (S.7), (S.8), (S.14) - (S.19), (S.21) - (S.34) and (S.38) - (S.49).
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